KENTISH CAT SOCIETY CH.SHOW. 211017.
BETTY SHINGLETON.
My thanks to Helen, Vanessa and all the hard working Team, for my
invitation to judge. A very busy day – lovely cats to judge, I had the
help of David Denny to steward for me – many thanks David it was
quite a marathon!!!!!
OLYMPIAN CLASS – AV IMPERRIAL GRAND CHAMPION ADULT
FEMALE.
OLYMP.CERT. ROBERTS IGR CH ALASKAN ANGELIQU. PERg 261214.
Overall nicely balanced head, rounded scull neatly placed ears, short
broad nose good break, expressive eyes showing good colour. Cobby
body, short strong legs and balanced tail. Coat very well presented,
pastel blue and cream softly intermingled throughout the coat.
Sweet natured girl.
RES.OLYMP. CHAPMAN-BEER’S OBIGC TRIBUNE HUFFLEPUFF. BUR
g. 130812. I have had the pleasure of judging this mature girl before.
She has very good type, coat good texture and presentation, very
good condition. Ran my first placing very close.
3RD. LINTON-SINCLAIR’S UK & OBIGC TINA ANTARIYS. DRX fs 03 22.
010612. I like this girl very much. Balanced head, very good
conformation and condition. Coat covering body just lacking waving
at present.
4TH. KRAUSE’S IGR CH KABENBE PAMMY TICKLE. BSH a .010312.
IMPERIAL CLASS – AC PERSIAN GR PR NEUTER MALE.
IMP.CERT. FAIRS IGR CH & GR PR FILOSELLE FORTUNATE SON. PER
es 11. 300114. A mature boy in lovely condition. Strong broad
balanced head, rounded scull with neatly placed ears, short broad,
accentuated break, large nostrils and nose leather, large expressive
eyes showing strong copper colour, rounded muzzle. Large strong
balanced body, substantial legs, balanced tail. Coat beautifully
presented, pale undercoat, evenly shaded with medium cream.
RES. IMP. CERT. PETIT’S GR CH & GR PR GLENJOY TEDDY
EDQWARDS. PER n 21. 200714. Strong rounded scull with neatly

placed ears, short broad nose good break, large nostrils and nose
leather, eyes just a little deep set showing strong colour, well
developed cheeks rounded muzzle. Cobby body in lovely condition,
short strong boned legs and balanced tail. Coat well presented, not
quite in full winter length, tabby markings a little defused today. A
very happy boy.
IMPERIAL CLASS – AV SLH GR. CH. ADULT MALE.
IMP.CERT. HILGRE’S GR CH NORD OF WHITE FROST. SIB a 21 33.
2200515. A most impressive boy. He has lovely type – short broad
wedge with rounded contours, slight concave curve at the bridge of
the nose which is of uniform width, moderately well developed
whisker pads, muzzle broad and rounded. Cheekbones low set, very
broad and connected by a gentle rounded line to the whisker pads
and chin. Medium sized ears well set, large slightly oval shaped set
slightly obliquely and wide apart. Strong rectangular shaped body,
muscular and heavily built with a broad chest, medium length legs
substantial bone and a balanced tail. Coat very well presented, dense
sot texture with a substantial topcoat. A pleasure to judge this sweet
tempered boy.
RES.IMP.CERT. BIKULCIUTE’S GR CH KORNEY AREA LOVE. SIB n 03
33. 080315. This boy ran my first boy very close – again very good
type, excellent conformation and condition, a quality coat beautifully
presented. Very sweet temperament.
GRAND CLASS – AC SELF PERSIAN CH. ADULT FEMALE.
1ST. CERT. W/H. ROBERTS CH ALASKAN SWEET CLEMENTINE. PER
w 61. 250316. Good width between well place ears, still quite open
at base, very good eye shape and a pleasing blue colour, short nose
deep break, nostrils small, off set jaw. Cobby body, short string legs
and balanced tail. Coat very well presented, sparkling white.
2ND. 1b. PER a. 040514. Quite a small head with ears close together,
heavy browed spoiling the eye shape, eyes showing good colour,
short nose with accentuated break nostrils small, rounded muzzle.
Cobby body, short strong boned legs, balanced tail. Coat well
presented, slightly shady blue colour.
GRAND CLASS – AOV SLH. CHAMPION ADULT MALE.

GRND.CH.CERT. FINCH’S CH XANDER VON DER SELENGA. SIB n 03
33. 210315. A mature boy in lovely condition. Balanced head, broad
wedge with rounded contours, slightly rounded muzzle and chin,
profile line showing slight concave curve, nose of uniform width,
whisker pads moderately developed, forming gently rounded line
with the chin. Low set cheekbones, very broad and connected by a
gentle, rounded line to the whisker pads and chin. I thought the ears
were a little large, expressive eyes, large and oval shaped set slightly
obliquely and quite well apart. Very good conformation and
condition, well muscled and a good weight, substantial bone,
balanced tail. Coat quite well presented, soft dense undercoat,
covered by a more substantial topcoat.
RES. GRND.CH.CERT. BOOTH & PHILBRICK’S CH STARTOPCAT
DANSDELIGHT-JNR. RAG a. 280616. A young boy still needing time to
reach full maturity. Good top of head with width between well
placed ears, cheeks developing, muzzle a little pinched still needing
time to fully develop, firm chin level bite, medium length nose with a
gentle dip, eyes deep set, showing very reasonable blue colour.
Overall good body shape and condition, medium length legs fairly
substantial bone, balanced tail. Very good coat texture and
presentation, not at its full winter length or density, even blue point’s
colour, pale body. A really sweet personality.
GRAND CLASS – AOV SLH CHMPION ADULT FEMALE.
A lovely class of five very impressive girls – a difficult choice!!!!

GRND.CH.CERT. ALLEN’S CH EMPURRER CARNIVAL QUEEN. MCO f
03. 300616. A very young girl showing excellent maturity. Overall
head medium in length, square muzzle with a firm chin and good bite,
cheeks fairly full with high cheek bones, nose of uniform width with a
shallow concave curve, ears large and tall, wide at base set fairly high
and well apart, expressive eyes full and round with a slightly oblique
aperture, colur not completely set. Very good condition and
conformation, long body, substantial legs and a balanced tail. Well
presented coat showing clear black with shades of red and sparkling
white.

RES. GRND.CERT.FEODOROVS CH AURIKA BALTIJAS SKAISTUMS. SIB
a 03 21 33. 060815. A very feminine girl showing good maturity.
Head showing rounded contours with a slightly rounded muzzle and
chin, nose of uniform width profile line shows slight concave curve,
moderate whisker pads, muzzle broad and rounded. Cheekbones low
set, very broad and connected by a gentle rounded line to the
whisker pads and chin. Very good conformation and weight – still
keeping her feminine appearance, substantial bone, balanced tail.
Coat very well presented, not quite in her full winter density, soft and
fine undercoat with slightly courser topcoat.
TORTIE OR CHCOLATE TORTIE & WHITE ADULT FEMALE.
BOB. POTTER’S GR CH PRIMISSION INGENIOUS. PER f 03. 011114.
An impressive mature girl. Strong rounded scull with neatly placed
ears, short broad nose good break, large nostrils and nose leather,
eyes a lovely shape and expression strong colour, full cheeks and
rounded muzzle. Very good conformation and condition, strong
bone, balanced tail. Coat beautifully presented, soft and full of life,
showing maximum colour, jet-black and shades of rich red, with
sparkling white.
Considered for BOB. SOAVE’S CH STUPENDUS LUCY LOCKETT. PER f
03. 250514. Another impressive mature girl, just unlucky to come up
against my choice for BOB. Balanced head, very good conformation
and condition. Coat beautifully presented with maximum sparkling
white, and jet-black with shades of red. Sweet personality.
BI-COLOURED ADULT MALE.
BOB.POTTER’S GR CH PRIMISSION KWIZI KAL. PER n 03. 290316.
A lovely boy just short of nineteen months old and quite splendid.
Broad strong head with rounded scull and neatly placed ears, short
broad nose good break, large nostrils and nose leather, expressive
eyes of good colour, rounded muzzle, firm chin. Large cobby body,
short strong boned legs and large paws, balanced tail. Coat silky
texture and beautifully presented. Showing maximum Jet black, with
sparkling white to face, white feet and legs, under-body and back
legs. Sure this boy will achieve high awards. Very sweet
temperament.
AC TABBY/SMOKE/CAMEO & WHITE ADULT MALE.

1ST. CC. DOBSON’S TAZKATS VELVET TEDDY. PER e 03 22. 020916.
A very young boy showing good maturity. Strong rounded scull,
needing time to grow into his ears, short broad nose good break,
large nostrils, nose leather could be just a little larger for me, large
expressive eyes showing well developed colour, cheeks developing,
rounded muzzle. Very good conformation and condition, substantial
bone, balanced tail. Coat very well presented good soft texture and
density, showing maximum sparkling white, pleasing shade of cream,
tabby markings a little defused at present. Look forward to following
the progress of this impressive young man.
AC TABBY/SMOKE/CAMEO & WHITE ADULT FEMALE.
BOB. PARKERS GR CH LADYGEM FORGET ME NOT. PER n 03 22.
210616. Another impressive youngster – just achieving BOB over my
very impressive Boy above! Very well grown with a balanced head,
broad rounded scull, neatly placed ears, short broad nose good beak,
large nostrils and nose leather, cheeks well developed, muzzle
rounded, eyes large and sweet expression showing good colour.
Cobby body, short strong boned legs and balanced tail. Coat a lovely
texture and presentation, showing maximum sparkling white, head
has clearly defined tabby markings and white, tail rings and black tip.
BLACK KITTEN FEMALE.
1ST. BOB. ROBERTS ALASKAN ELECTRA. PER n. 070617.
A very young baby showing very good condition and maturity.
Strong rounded scull, ears well placed just needing time to grow into
them, short broad nose, large nostrils and nose leather, cheeks and
muzzle developing, expressive eyes good shape and colour strong.
Nicely balanced cobby body, short legs and balanced tail, very good
weight for age. Coat beautifully presented, very sound of such a
young age. Enjoying his day out!
WHITE ORANGE-EYED MALE KITTEN.
1ST.BOB. ROBERTS ALASKAN TERRENCE . PER w 62. 070617.Another
impressive kitten – same DOB as my Black kitten above. Strong
balanced head, rounded scull with well placed ears, short nose good
break, large nostrils and nose leather, expressive eyes well shaped
and colour good, well developed cheeks and muzzle. Cobby body,

short strong boned legs and balanced tail. Coat lovely texture and
presentation, sparkling white. Congratulations to the owner/breeder
for showing two beautiful kittens.
WHITE ORANGE-EYED NEUTER MALE.
BOB. FAIRS IGR PR LAFREBELLA ORTEZ. PER w 62. 180513. Such an
impressive Neuter Boy. Strong broad head with rounded scull and
neatly placed ears, large expressive orange eyes with sweet
expression, short broad nose, good break, large nostrils and nose
leather, full cheeks, rounded muzzle. Cobby body in lovely condition,
short strong kegs and balanced tail. Sparkling white coat so very well
presented.
CREAM SHADED NEUTER MALE.
BOB. FAIRS IGR CH & GR PR FILOSELLE FORTUNATE SON. CRITIQUE
ABOVE.
PEWTER/BLUE NEUTER MALE.
BOB. ABBOTT’S PR PRITIPEACHES ARNIE. PER ns 14. 110916.
A very young boy, just over thirteen months old, showing very good
maturity. Strong broad top of head with neatly placed ears, just a
little open at base needing time to completely grow into them, large
expressive eyes, colour not totally set, short broad nose good break,
cheeks and muzzle well developed. Large well developed body, short
strong boned legs and a balanced tail. Coat silky texture, dense and
well presented, silvery white fairly evenly shaded with black. He did
show some tarnishing to face and back, I thought this was a splendid
example of Pewter, we see so few on the Show Bench, and at this
young age, I decided to give him his award. Look forward to seeing
him in his full adult coat next winter.
RED, CREAM OR TORTIE POINT BIRMAN ADUT FEMALE.
BOB. FLUCK-OFFORD’S CH RAGIDAN CHOCOLATE-BISCUIT. SBI h
.150414. Scull strong and quite broad and rounded, nose medium
length slight dip to profile, cheeks full and round tapering chin,
reasonably strong muzzle, firm chin. Medium sized ears spaced well
apart, expressive eyes showing very good blue colour. Overall
condition very good, conformation just little small, medium length

legs and a balanced tail. Coat silky texture, very well presented,
points milk chocolate intermingled with shades of red, ivory coloured
body. Good gloves and gauntlets.
NORWEGIAN FOREST ADULT FEMALE.
BOB. CANDLER’S CH KATTJEWELS ROXY MUSIC. NFO g 09 22.
190215. An impressive girl. Triangular head with all sides equal,
long straight profile, forehead slightly rounded, firm chin. Large well
set ears, wide at base, placed high and open set, expressive well
shaped eyes. Very good conformation and condition, long body
strongly built, balanced tail. Would have liked to see a little more
attention to the coat – she is such a sweet girl, everything going for
her - would make all the difference.
SIBERIAN ADULT MALE.
This was a difficult class – such lovely cats and to have eight –
including the females – thank you so much exhibitors, a real treat.
BOB.HILGARE’S CH NORD OF WHITE FROST. CRITIQUE ABOVE.
Considered for BOB.
Bikulciute’s Gr Ch Korney Area Love. Critique above.
Finch’s Ch Xander Von Der Selenga. Critique above.
Geary’s UK Osigc Lyndongraey Grigori. 38. SIB n 2. 290710.
SIBERIAN ADULT FEMALE.
1ST. CC. WOERDSWORTH’S LILU-MOON CERULEAN MYSTERY. SIB a
0321 33. 111116. Not quite a year old however looking good for her
age. Overall nicely balanced head, in good proportion to the body,
short broad wedge with rounded contours, slightly rounded muzzle
and chin, nose of uniform width showing a slight concave curve in
profile, whisker pads just a little pinched. Cheekbones low set and
broad connected by a gentle rounded line to the whisker pads and
chin. Ears a good size still set a little on top of the head, this just
needs the scull to fully broaden, eyes quite large, oval shaped, set
slightly obliquely. Overall good conformation and development for
her age, substantial bone, balanced tail. Very good coat presentation,

soft and fine undercoat, top coat quite dense needing time to reach
full winter length. Look forward to seeing her when fully mature.
2ND.BIKULCIUTE’S DIVA SUN PRIM. SIB e 21 33. 151016. I did like
this youngster just needing time to fully develop. Really nice head,
short broad wedge with rounded contours, her ears are held rather
on top of the head, eyes very good shape and expression. Cheeks
bones low set, very broad and connected by a gentle rounded line to
the whisker pads and chin. Overall very good condition and
conformation, strong legs and a balanced tail. Coat very well
presented, still carrying soft kitten coat, needing time to grow her
winter coat. Very sweet personality.
Considered for BOB.
FEODOROVS CH AURILA BALTIJAS SKAISTUMS. Critique above.
AC RAGAMUFFIN ADULT MALE.
BOB. FRANCIS & BOSWORTH’S GR CH ANNARIC OZZY. RGM ns 03 11
32. 140515. Critique above.
AC SMOKE, SELF OR SHADED MAINE COON FEMALE KITTEN.
1ST. BOB. HODDEN’S COONCASTE TANGERINE-DREAM. MCO d.
030317. A very impressive mature kitten. Balanced head, a square
muzzle with firm chin and level bite, cheeks fairly full with high
cheekbones, nose of uniform width with a shallow concave curve.
Large tall ears tapering to appear pointed at the tips set high and
quite well apart, full round eyes with slightly oblique aperture, colour
not completely set. Very good conformation and condition for her
age, strong bone and a balanced tail. Coat very well presented, kitten
texture, rich red showing some feint tabby markings at present. Look
forward to seeing her when fully mature.
AC COLOURPOINTED OR MITTED RAGDOLL MALE KITTEN.
1ST. BOOTH & PHILLBRICK’S STARTOPCATMY-GOD-ZEUS. RAG a
.190517. A very well grown kitten with a big personality! Nicely
developed head, fairly good width between ears which are still quite
large needing time for the scull to broaden, as you would expect at
this age, cheeks developing, rounded muzzle and firm chin, level bite,
medium length nose with a gentle dip, eyes well opened slightly

obliquely set, colour good for age. Nicely shaped body in lovely
condition, good bone and balanced tail. Coat very well presented,
silky texture, points colour not quite completely set a very pleasing
shade of blue, pale coat.
AC COLOURPOINTED OR MITTED RAGDOLL KITTEN FEMALE.
1ST. BOB. ROGERS RAGSHAVEN PENNY LANE. RAG a. 010517. What
an impressive female kitten. Very well grown for her age, Nicely
balanced head, good width between ears, the ears a little large, still
needing time to grow into them, cheeks and muzzle developing, firm
chin good bite, medium length nose with a gentle dip, expressive eyes
of good shape and colour setting. Very good condition, strong body,
legs and balanced tail. Coat silky texture very well presented, points
colour setting – pale body colour.
2ND. B.DEAN & D.DEAN’S ANGELRAGS BOBBY’S-GIRL. RAG a 04.
080317. Another lovely kitten, older than my others showing very
good maturity. Head has good width between ears, cheeks and
muzzle developing, firm chin and level bite, medium length nose with
a gentle dip. Ears still little unbalanced, expressive eyes showing
very good colour. Overall very good condition, strong bone and a
balanced tail. Coat silky texture very well presented, front paws
white mittens, back legs white to the underbody, points not fully
developed showing a fairly even blue, body colour pale with a
smallish coloured patch. Sweet temperament.
3RD.DAVIES RAGSHAVEN TRULY SCRUMPTIOUS. RAG n 04. 010517.
Litter sister to my first placed girl, and very similar. Good width to
top of head, ears quite well placed, cheeks and muzzle developing,
nose medium length and showing gentle dip, would like eyes just a
little larger colour not completely set as yet. Very good body shape
and condition, medium length legs and balanced tail. Coat silky
texture very well presented, body colour very pale beige, chin, chest
and under body white, two front paws have white mittens, back legs
white, points fairly even seal brown.
All these four Ragdoll kittens were very good examples of the Breed,
congratulations to the Breeders. I am sure the placing’s will be
different as their maturity continues. Having judged the boy – who
impressed me a lot, I was very surprised and delighted when I

started judging the girls especially as my first girl piped the boy for
BOB.
AC COLOURPOINTED OR MITTED RAGDOLL NEUTER MALE.
1ST. PC. BOB.BAXTER’S SARAGGS NAUGHTY BUT NICE. RAG a
.130616. A young boy still needing time to reach full maturity. Fairly
good width between ears of good size and set, cheeks developing,
muzzle rounded, firm chin good bite, medium length nose showing
gentle dip, eyes just a little small colour not yet reached its full depth.
Very good conformation and condition, substantial bone, balanced
tail. Coat very well presented silky texture, pale body colour, point’s
greyish/blue. Lovely personality.
AC RAGAMUFFIN NEUTER FEMALE.
BOB. CAMILLERI’S GR PR CHEHAM CHANTILLY LACE. RGM n 03 21
32. 240416. A young girl not quite eighteen months old looking
splendid today. Balanced head broad and strong, lovely expression
so important in this breed. Very good conformation and condition.
Coat texture and presentation, as it should be. Congratulations on
becoming BIS.
Considered for BOB
JC CANN & ME CANN’S GR CH & PR CHEHAM M’LADY-HAS
ATTITUDE. RGM n 03 21. 250215. Overall very good type. Lovely
presentation. Always a pleasure to judge.

AUSTRALIAN MIST FEMALE NEUTER.
1ST.PC.BOB. EDMUNDS GOSSAMYST EERIN RANA. AUM b 22.
140213. A mature girl in lovely condition. Broad wedge shaped head
with rounded contours, rounded cheeks, broad nose moderately
short and a uniform width, profile shows concave curve, broad at the
jaw-hinge, tapering to a blunt muzzle, good bite. Nicely balanced ears
wide at base, spaced well apart, large expressive eyes, set wide apart
and slightly obliquely with sweet expression, light green colour. Very
good conformation and condition, substantial muscular weight,
slender legs and balanced tail. Coat very well presented, good dense
texture, quite plush, warm chocolate markings with pale beige agouti

ground, showing the misted effect so desired in this breed. Very nice
temperament.
Considered for BOB.
EDMUNDS PR HILDREK DREAM TIME. AUM c 22. 181014. Just a year
younger than my first placed girl. Overall nicely balanced head,
wedge shaped and fairly short with gently rounded contours, broad
nose fairly short and an even width a concave curve below the line of
the eyes, ears large wide at base with rounded tips, eyes nice
expression showing light green colour. Overall good conformation
and condition, slender legs, balanced tail. Coat fairly good texture
and presentation, markings pale lilac/greyish, pale mushroom agouti
ground colour, showing the misted effect.

